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RACE  1 : This is a good race to start the night’s racing. MICKWILLREV (3) was beaten at short priced 

favourite when resuming. But this is a huge drop in class and he should be winning for hometown 

celebrity Mick Filleul. MONARCO PLAYBOY (8) is a winner on this track and is resuming tonight. His 

trainer Andy Rawlings has a good strike rate on his home track so don’t be surprised if he runs a race 

at odds. Stablemates LIFEISWHATHAPPENS (4) and ODINS CALL GIRL (5) have both raced well in the 

past so are a must for the exotics. NEXT SOUND (9) resumes here but step safely so will make up his 

10 metres quickly so can run a place at odds. TOUCHWOOD TOPSTA (6) and TAKEAWAY KOALA (7) 

are next best. 

TOP PICK : MICKWILLREV (3) he should be winning this baring bad luck. 

DANGERS :  MONARCO PLAYBOY (8) can run a race at odds so is the danger along with NEXT SOUND 

(9). 

ROUGHIE : TOUCHWOOD TOPSTA (6) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 3 – 8 9 – 4 5 6 7 – 1 2 

 

 

RACE  2 : This is a very tough three year old and older non winners. BILLY KHAN (1) gets his chance 

here from the pole as if he can do enough to hold up early they may not run him down but it has 

been along time between drinks for him. UDONTGETME (6) has drawn to follow him through so if he 

gets a crack at them can win. TERRITORIAL (4) won’t find a much easier race than this so has to be 

included in the winning chances. TOP PARTY (3) was much better last start so from his handy draw 

has an each way chance. MAGGIE MALONE (7) done plenty of work on debut when knocked up late 

she draws to follow through here so can surprise. BERTILS IDEAL (2) resumes here off a lengthy 

break but the stable does have a good run with the Bertils horse so will pay to keep very safe and 

watch the market. CHRISSYMAY JAMANE (8) can pull out a run at times and this is not an overly 

strong race so would not surprise. 

TOP PICK : BILLY KHAN (1) if he holds up can win 

DANGERS : UDONTGETME (6) draws to be a danger along with TERRITORIAL (4). 

ROUGHIE :  BERTILS IDEAL (2) would surprise if ran a race here at odds. 

RATINGS : 1 -4 6 -2 3 7 8 – 5 9 

 

 



 

 

RACE  3 : This is a C0 or better stand. NANCES THRILL (5) will find this much easier than recent 

outings. She will be hoping to step safely and if lobbed on top they will be struggling to run her 

down. SHAKES GOLD (3) resumes here off a good break. She races well up here so if she begins 

safely is sure to be a huge danger. FLYLIKA HAWK (4) is always a chance in these races as does step 

safely so is not without a winning chance. BUMBLE DON (9) is a tough type resuming and despite the 

10m can be in the finish. BARAGOOLA (6) is having his first start in the state so will need to be kept 

very safe. HELENSHALL (8) is another new to the state that gets into a very winnable race so will pay 

to keep safe. 

TOP PICK : NANCES THRILL (5) if steps is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : SHAKES GOLD (3) look’s the obvious danger along with FLYLIKA HAWK (4). 

ROUGHIE : HELENSHALL (8) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 5 – 3 4 9 – 6 8 – 1 2 7 

 

RACE  4 : This is a very tough race. REGAL IDEA (3) will find this a little easier and draws well. He will 

be on the pace throughout so is sure to be in the finish. DEEJAY BROMAC (4) is another that will find 

this easier and does have gate speed so if got across early they may not run him down. BLISSFULL 

GLENWOOD (1) draws the pole which is a huge advantage so has to be kept safe. Stable mates 

JOHNNYART (9) and ROBERT MOREAU (10) ran the quinella last start. They draw out the back here 

so will need luck but are in good form. OUR JETAR (2) , THE SYSTEM VILLAGE (5) , JILLIBY DALLAS (6) 

and PARIS EXPRESS (7) are all chances with a bit of luck.  

TOP PICK : DEEJAY BROMAC (4) just going his way each way in a tough race. 

DANGERS : REGAL IDEA (3) draws to be a danger along with ROBERT MOREAU (10). 

ROUGHIE : JOHNNYART (9) will run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 – 3 9 10 – 1 2 5 6 7 

 

RACE  5 : This is a C3 or better stand. NOTIMETOTHINK (1) has been racing very well and as he steps 

he will take plenty of beating. MISTER PINJARRA (3) will find this much easier than recent runs and if 

he pinged to the lead will give plenty of cheek. GOOD BEGINNINGS (4) has had a stable change and is 

a proven stand start performer so will need to be kept very safe. FLETCH DAVIS (7) will be fitter for 

his two runs back so if steps safely will figure in the finish. CRUISIN FELLA (8) and TOUCHWOOD 

BUCKSTA (9) both ping away so if lobbed handy can figure at odds. GRAND PASSION (2) , PUT MBACK 

(5) and BLACK CENTURIAN (10) can fill a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : NOTIMETOTHINK (1) if pings away will take running down. 

DANGERS : MISTER PINJARRA (3) will be a huge danger along with GOOD BEGINNINGS (4). 

 ROUGHIE : PUT MBACK (5) if recaptured best form can win. 



 

 

RATINGS :  1 – 3 4 7 – 2 5 8 9 10 

 

RACE  6 : This is the claimer to finish off the night. TISU TOOTA (1) is racing in great form and draws 

the inside so if he steps quickly and lobs on top they won’t run him down. MELPARK MAESTRO (6) 

can be hit and miss from the tapes but if he steps safely will be a huge danger. BABYITSU (5) draws 

the top of the track and some hope of spearing across to find the top and if does will take plenty of 

beating. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (4) is well suited so with a good beginning will be thereabouts. 

SHANGHAI KNIGHT (3) and LIVIN IT LOVIN IT (7) can win with the right run at odds. 

TOP PICK : TISU TOOTA (1) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : MELPARK MAESTRO (6) with a safe beginning is the danger along with BABYITSU (5). 

ROUGHIE : ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (4) can win at odds. 

RATINGS : 1 – 4 5 6 – 3 7 8 - 2 

 

 

 


